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Abstract 
The task of this project is to investigate the possibilities of using micro-structuring on the surface 
of thin light-guides to efficiently couple light from top-emitting LEDs into such light-guides. 
Areas of application are backlighting for LCD TV and flexible light emitting layers for lighting 
purposes. 
The micro-structures considered are prisms and pyramids. The micro-structures can be on the 
same side of light-guide as the LEDs or on the opposite side. When located on the opposite side, 
the micro-structures are coated with a specular reflecting layer or with a diffuse reflecting layer. 
The LEDs can either be in optical contact with the light-guide or not in optical contact. 
Optical ray-tracing software package Light-Tools is used for all ray-tracing simulations of these 
geometries. In simulations, a two-step approach is taken: Firstly, we build in Light-Tools a 
simple model of an LED in proximity to a micro-structured light-guide in order to ascertain 
which geometry is most likely to show a high in-coupling efficiency. In the next step, we made a 
more elaborate and more accurate model of the most promising geometries. The results of these 
simulations show that, for micro-structures that are located on the light-guide on the side 
opposite to the LEDs, a diffuse reflecting layer (i.e. a Lambertian scatterer) is more useful than a 
specular reflecting layer (i.e. a mirror). Also, in general, the prisms structures perform better than 
the pyramid structures. The highest efficiency reached in the simulations is 60% for Model I1 in 
which the light source is not in optical contact with the light guide and the mirror is on the 
opposite side of the light guide. Compared to the result reported in a previous paper, the in-
coupling efficiency improvement is 8%.  
We also looked into using Retro-reflection Films for improving the in-coupling efficiency. 
Several prototypes with a Retro-reflection Film were made and tested in the laboratory. 
Measurements were performed for three thicknesses of the light guide: 0.25 mm, 0.5 mm and 1 
mm. The best in-coupling efficiencies measured are 37% for a 0.25 mm thick light guide, 53.1% 
for a 0.5 mm thick light guide and 57.1% for a 1 mm thick light guide. Compared to the samples 
without Retro-reflection Film, the best Retro-reflection Film results in a 7% increase for the 0.25 
mm thick light guide, 6.2% increase for the 0.5 mm case and 2.8% increase for the 1 mm case, 
respectively.  
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Chapter 1 Introduction 
 
 
 

1.1 Project background 
According to Philips’ new concept of display, which is “The TV's aim is to tap into people's 
desires to hang their TV on walls just as they would do with a painting”, the Philips research 
group is focusing on creating thinner backlight panel which should be reduced from the normal 
size (25 mm) to ultra-thin size. With the great improvement in the brightness and lumen 
efficiency of light-emitting diodes (LEDs), they have become the most popular light source for 
liquid crystal display (LCD) backlights now. The advantages for using LEDs as light source are: 

• Small size 
• High efficiency  
• Very fast response, long lifetime,  
• Low voltage driver 
•  Local control of luminance  resulting in better contrast and lower energy use 
• Saturated colors 

Due to the small die size ( 11×  mm2) and high efficiency of LEDs, the ultra-thin TV can be 
achieved by coupling LEDs light into thin backlight-guide by means of total internal reflection 
(TIR).  
Recently, in the IFA exhibition, Philips has demonstrated the world’s thinnest LCD TV in which 
a very thin backlight-guide was used. However, as discussed in the previous study [1], with the 
reduction in the thickness of the light guide, the light in-coupling efficiency decreases. Low light 
in-coupling efficiency results in two problems: 

• Large light loss. More light escapes without being waveguided, giving rise to hot 
spots 

• Inefficient and inhomogeneous illumination of the TV screen. 
While brightness and uniformity of TV screens need to be kept the same as normal size TV, 
these problems limit the thickness reducing of the backlight panel. Now the challenge we face is 
to get high light-coupling efficiency while the backlight panel becomes thinner and thinner.   

1.2 Newly proposed configuration 
Several optical solutions are proposed to improve the light-coupling efficiency, based on wave-
optics and geometrical optics. 
Firstly, the wave-optics way has been studied. In this case, a dielectric multilayer is used as an 
angular filter to keep more light inside the light-guide by selectively transmitting the light 
fulfilling the TIR condition. (See Fig. 1.1). By using designed thin filter, 45% of LEDs emitting 
light is kept inside a 0.3 mm thin light guide. However, there are still some problems left: non-
uniform irradiance pattern for planar light source, more light leakage at small angles, wavelength 
dependence and so on [2]. 
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Fig. 1.3 Optical configuration for using micro‐structures to in‐couple light into light‐guide. 

 
 

1.3 In this report 
The aim of this report is to find if the second method of proposed geometrical optics way works 
for achieving high in-coupling efficiency with thin (0.2 mm) light-guide. We will model the 
second method of proposed geometrical optics way in Light-Tools, and measure the coupling 
efficiency of some similar modules in the laboratory. Two micro-structures will be used in this 
case, prisms and pyramids. The models can be arranged in two groups: light source in optical 
contact with light-guide and not in optical contact. Further in each group, there will be two cases: 
micro-structure on the same side or opposite side as the light source. These will be explicitly 
discussed in Chapter 3. 
 

1.4 Outline  
In this master thesis, 6 chapters are included: 
Chapter 1:  introduces the information of my master thesis; 
Chapter 2:  reviews theoretical background, e.g., total internal reflection (TIR), and the property 
of PMMA material; 
Chapter 3: describes the methods used for simulation; 
Chapter 4:  discusses the initial results, followed by model selection based on these results; 
Chapter 5:  describes the measurements in lab and summarizes the results  
Chapter 6:  analyzes both simulation and measurement results leading to a conclusion. 
 
 
  

Light source: 

 

waveguide 

Light in‐couple 

Micro‐structures  

Mirror or Lambertian scatterer
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Chapter 2 Theoretical background 
 
 
 
 
In this chapter, several definitions will be introduced that are useful for understanding the targets 
and results of this project.  
 

2.1 Radiometry and photometry 
Radiometry [3], characterizing the physical parameters of radiation, describes radiant quantities. 
It applies to the whole electromagnetic spectrum, while photometry deals with only part of the 
electromagnetic spectrum that can be seen by a standard observer, for example the human eye. 
The eye’s sensitivity of light is not a constant in the whole light spectrum, and changes with light 
wavelength. The vision in normal lighting conditions during the day is defined as photopic 
vision. The vision under dim lighting conditions is called scotopic vision. The vision at 
intermediate conditions is called mesopic vision. 
When the source emits light in the space with a range of different wavelengths, the power 
distribution is a function of wavelength. The strength of the related total visual sensation is: 

                                          ∫Φ=Φ λλκ λυ dVm )(
                                                            (2.1) 

Where mκ  =683 lm/W is a constant (the number of lumens in one Watt of energy at 555 nm), 

υΦ  is the total luminous flux measured in lumens (lm), λΦ  is radiant flux in watts per unit 
wavelength, and )(λV  is normalized luminosity function (also called eye sensitivity curve). 
Some quantities in radiometry are defined as the following: 

Radiant fluxΦ : Radiant flux in W is the quantity of energy flowing through a surface per 
unit time.                               

                                             
t
Q

d
d

=Φ                                                                         (2.2)    

 
Where Qis the energy and t is the time slot.          
Radiant intensity I: Radiant intensity in W/sr is defined as the radiant flux per unit solid 
angle Ω: 

                                   I 
Ω
Φ

=
d
d                                                                       (2.3) 

From formula (2.3), it is obvious that radiant intensity is independent of distance between 
source and receiver. 
Irradiance E:  Irradiance (W/ 2m ) is radiant flux received per unit area A:             

                                               
dA
dE Φ

=                                                                   (2.4) 

Where dA is the infinitesimal area that receives radiation. 
Radiance L: Radiance in ( )2msrW ⋅  is the radiation flux per unit projected area and per 
unit solid angle, given by:  
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dSd

dL
Ω
Φ

=                                                                   (2.5) 

 
Where θcosdAdS = , and θ  is the angle between normal n to area dA and direction of the 
solid angle Ωd . 
The formula (2.1) is the relationship between radiometry and photometry, from which the 
corresponding parameters (see Table 2.1) in photometry can be easily got.  

Two sources will be discussed: 
• Point source: The radiant intensity is constant,  

                                              ( )
π

θ
4
Φ

== OII                                                           (2.6)     

 
• Lambertian source: Luminance of this source is a constant over its surface and the 

maximum radiant intensity is at o0 : 

                                                            ( ) ( ) ( )θ
π

θθ coscos ⎟
⎠
⎞

⎜
⎝
⎛ Φ== OII                            (2.7) 

 
 

2.2 Total internal reflection (TIR) 
When a ray of light strikes the interface of two media with different refractive index 1n and 2n
(see Fig. 2.1), it will change its direction according to Snell’s law, partially be reflected back and 
partially be refracted.  

When 1n  > 2n , it might occur that ( ) 1sin 1
2

1 ≥θ
n
n , which means ( ) 1sin 2 ≥θ . In these cases, total 

internal reflection [4] happens that all the rays are reflected back to the incident medium (n1) 

without energy loss. The incident angle in one particular case, in which ( ) 1sin 1
2

1 =θ
n
n

,is called 

critical angle, above which all the rays are kept in the incident medium. 

Table 2.1 Corresponding parameters in Radiometry and Photometry. 
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Fig. 2.1 Rays travel from media 1 to media 2:   1θ  is the angle formed by the ray of light in the first medium, and  2θ  is the 

angle formed by the refracted ray of light in the second medium. 

 
When a light guide is made of a medium with high refractive index ( airnn > ), the rays of light, 
striking the boundary under TIR condition, will be trapped inside the light guide and propagate 
along the light guide. This is called trapped light phenomenon.  
 

2.3 Light emitting diodes (LEDs) 
In this part, only the aspects of LEDs relevant to this project will be explained.  

2.3.1  Physics of LEDs  
A light emitting diode (LED) is composed of a semiconductor p-n junction which is created by 
doping impurities into semiconductor materials. When a voltage is applied, the current flows 
from p-type (hole) material to n-type (electron) material and electrons and holes are recombined 
one by one. During this recombination, spontaneous light is emitted simultaneously because of 
electron falling into a lower energy level (hole) [5]. The spectrum of the light is dependent on the 
energy band gap of the material. 

2.3.2 The I‐V characteristics of p‐n junction 
The Shockley equation should be introduced at first: 

                                                        )1( −= TnV
v

s eII                                       (2.8) 

Where I the current of LEDs, sI is the saturation current, V  is the voltage drop on the LEDs, n  
is the quality factor, and TV is the thermal voltage. 
When a voltage is applied to a p-n junction, two parts of the response process will be included 
(see Fig. 2.2). In the first part, when the applied voltage is below the threshold voltage, the 

  n1  n2 

  θ1

θ2
 

θc
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response of the p-n junction is fairly slow. However, once the applied voltage exceeds the 
threshold voltage the current will increase rapidly. This threshold voltage depends on the type of 
semiconductor material itself and the temperature [6].  

 

 
Fig. 2.2 Current‐voltage characteristics of a p‐n junction [7].  

 

2.3.3 L‐I characteristics  
The other important curve describing the behavior of LEDs is the L-I curve which shows the 
relation between luminous flux and current. In the Fig. 2.3 this relation is graphically shown and 
it can be seen that the L-I relation is almost a straight line. The light output power is a linear 
function of current. The light output power versus current starts to deviate from a straight at high 
currents (also called ‘droop’), mainly due to thermal effects. 

 

 
Fig. 2.3 LEDs L‐I curve. 
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2.3.4 Optical property  
In ideal LEDs, all photons emitted by the semiconductor material should escape from the LEDs 
die and into free space. However, not all the photon will escape successfully in reality. Some of 
them are reabsorbed in the LEDs substrate which is absorbing at the emitting wavelength. Some 
of them are absorbed by a metallic contact surface. Others will be trapped inside the LEDs by 
TIR at the semiconductor-air interface. As a result, the external efficiency will be reduced, 
compared with the internal quantum efficiency [6].   
For TIR cases, Lambertian emission pattern should be introduced. Think about a source that 
emits in all direction inside a semiconductor material with a high index of refraction.  The rays of 
light are refracted at the material-air surface with an angle θ  according to Snell’s law.  Then the 
light intensity in air does resemble a Lambertian emission pattern, given by: 

                                                       θcos2

2

s

air
S n

n
II =                                                  (2.9) 

Where sI  is the light intensity in the semiconductor, and sn is the refractive index of 
semiconductor. 
From formula (2.9), we can see that the light intensity of Lambertian emission in air varies with 
angleθ .  The relation between them is illustrated in Fig. 2.4. At angles larger than o70  , the light 
intensity is very low and only 1/10 of its maximum value which is at o0=θ . When the angle is

o80 , nearly no light is emitted into air. 

 
Fig. 2.4 Lambertian emission distribution integrated in (θ, π) or (-π, θ).  

 
 

2.4 Lambertian scattering 
If a surface is a Lambertian scatterer, the incident light onto it will be scattered in all the 
directions, which is called diffuse reflection (red lines in Fig. 2.5). The intensity of reflected light 
depends on the angle from the normal to the reflected ray rather than the angle from the normal 
to observer, which means the intensity of the reflected rays are a constant to an observer. When 
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light hits the Lambertian scatterer, it will be scattered with the same property of Lambertian 
emitter which is defined by: 
                                                          θcosOII =                                                   (2.10) 
 

 

 
Fig. 2.5 When light hits the smooth surface, the reflected ray is traced by the blue line showed in this figure, the specular 
reflection. When the light hits the Lambertian scatterer, the reflected rays are red ones. The intensity of reflected ray 

depends on the cosθ , θ  is the angle from the normal to the reflected rays [8]. 

2.5 ETENDUE 
Etendue [3] is a very important concept in designing light in-coupling methods, which calculates 
how much radiation will flow through an area dA  into a direction at an angle θ  normal to the 
area and within a solid angle Ωd .  The etendue is quantified as: 
                                              Ω= ddAndU θcos2

                                                  (2.11) 
In an ideal optical system, etendue is always conserved, which is used in the transfer of radiation 
from a light source (LED) to a receiver in nonimaging optics. However, in a real optical system, 
the etendue is not conserved anymore and may be lost or increased.  

 

2.6 Polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA)and its properties 
Polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA) is a crystal clear amorphous plastic, which is one of the 
polymers, acrylates [9]. The density of PMMA is 1.17–1.20 g/cm3. PMMA is widely used as a 
material that can efficiently guide light (for example, in light-guides as used in most backlights 
for LCD TV). Its main properties are summarized below:  

 
• Weak absorption in visible spectrum, which is down to 0.1% per inch [10] [11]. 

Transmittance is almost 92% of visible light when the thickness is 3 mm, and 
reflection is about 4% at each polymer-air surface with its refractive index being 
1.4914 at 587.6 nm. 

• More transparent. 
• Hard and rigid, but light and easily to shape. 
• Better resistance.  
• Melting point is 125 ℃. 
• The refractive index of PMMA  slightly changes with the wavelength of light.(see 

Fig. 2.6) 
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Chapter 3 Simulation methods 
 
 
 

3.1 Light guide introduction  
In the nature world, waves spread in all directions, hence the energy propagates in all the 
directions as well.  Waveguide, the device that guides waves in one or two dimensions, keeps 
waves inside it by means of total internal reflection (see Chapter 2). According to their different 
geometrical shape, the energy can be confined in either one dimension such as energy in fiber 
waveguide or two dimensions such as energy in slab waveguide. Additionally, waves of different 
frequencies are guided by different kinds of waveguides. 
Light guide, one of the waveguides that guides light wave, maintains light wave propagating 
inside due to total internal reflection. In this project, the planar waveguide is used, which is made 
by polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA). When light hits the surface 2 in Fig. 3.1 with the angle 
larger than critical angle, which means the TIR condition (see Chapter 2) is fulfilled, the light 
will be restricted inside the light guide. (Fig. 3.1) 

 

Fig. 3.1. Trajectory of light travelling from PMMA to air. When the incident angle Ө in the surface 2 is larger than cθ , 

which is the critical angle, 
PMMA

air
c n

n
arcsin=θ  the light will be confined inside the PMMA. When the incident angle 

θ  is smaller than cθ , the light will escape. 

 

3.2 Descriptions of the applied micro-structures 
In order to confine more light inside the light guide, which means more light should fulfill the 
TIR condition, the incident angle of light incident on the surface 2 (see Fig. 3.1) ought to be 
changed larger than critical angle. According to the aim of this report, which is to increase the 
light in-coupling efficiency by micro-structure, the micro-structures on the surface of light guide 
should bend light that will hit the surface 2 (see Fig. 3.1 ) with the angle larger than critical angle.  
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with larger angle (θ ) than dash line. Thus the chance for TIR condition to be fulfilled is 
increased. 
The Fig. 3.2 (b) and (c) are two cases that show the deviation of light going through the light 
guide from left and right side of the normal at light guide bottom surface respectively for the 
slanted incidence case. One result (in Fig. 3.2 (b)) is quite similar to the normal incidence case, 
in which the angle θ  becomes larger. In Fig. 3.2 (c), the result is in other way round, in which 
the angle θ  is smaller. However, this will not have effect on in-coupling efficiency, since 
according to TIR theory, all the light passing through the parallel light-guide without prism could 
not be kept inside the light guide. 
Therefore, in theory, the prism and pyramid structures are helpful for bending the light.  

3.3 Solutions  
As analyzed in Chapter 3.2, without structures, light always escapes; with structure, some light is 
captured. So now the challenge is: which geometry for the micro-structure captures most of the 
light. Some solutions will be discussed in this chapter. 
Considering the position of the light source with respect to the light-guide, in-coupling methods 
are classified into direct-lit and side-lit methods. In direct-lit methods, the light source is 
positioned parallel to the light-guide top and bottom facets. In side-lit methods, the source is 
positioned at the edge of the light-guide [1]. In my report, only the direct-lit method is discussed. 
In this case light sources can be distributed over the entire surface of the light guide. 
The methods in this chapter will be explained in two groups: light source using optical contact 
with light-guide or non-optical contact. Further in each group, there will be two cases: micro-
structure on the same light guide side or opposite light guide side as light source.  
The Light-Tools software is used to simulate the designed module before implementation. 

1: Prism Micro-structure 

Group 1: light source in optical contact with the light-guide 

Method A1: light source is in optical contact with the light-guide. The micro-structure is on the 
same side of light guide as light source. 

The light source is on the center of the light guide. The micro structure is aligned between the 
light source and the light guide. This is showed in Fig. 3.3. 
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2: Pyramid micro-structure 

For pyramid structures, configurations are quite similar to the ones for the prism structures, but 
with pyramid replacing prism. We list the configurations below: 

Group 3: light source in optical contact with the light-guide 

Method A2: light source is in optical contact with the light-guide. The micro-structure is on the 
same side of light guide as light source. The configuration is same as Fig. 3.3, but with pyramid. 

Method B2: light source is in optical contact with the light-guide. The micro-structure is on the 
same side of light guide as light source. The configuration is same as Fig. 3.4, but with pyramid. 

Method C2: light source is in optical contact with the light-guide. The micro-structure is on the 
same side of light guide as light source. A Lambertian scatterer in optical contact is on the 
opposite side of the light guide. The configuration is same as Fig. 3.5, but with pyramid. 

Method D2: light source is in optical contact with the light-guide. The micro-structure is on the 
opposite side of light guide as light source.The configuration is same as Fig. 3.6, but with 
pyramid. 

Method E2: light source is in optical contact with the light-guide. The micro-structure is on the 
opposite side of light guide as light source. The top surface of prism is a specular reflective 
surface. The configuration is same as Fig. 3.7, but with pyramid. 

Method F2: source is in optical contact with the light-guide. The micro-structure is on the 
opposite side of light guide as light source. The surface of prism has Lambertian scatterer 
properties. The configuration is same as Fig. 3.8, but with pyramid. 

Group 4: light source not in optical contact with the light-guide 

Method G2: light source is not in optical contact with the light-guide. The micro-structure is on 
the same side of light guide as light source. The configuration is same as Fig. 3.9, but with 
pyramid. 

Method H2: light source is not in optical contact with the light-guide. The micro-structure is on 
the same side of light guide as light source. A mirror in optical contact is on the opposite side of 
the light guide. The configuration is same as Fig. 3.10, but with pyramid. 

Method I2: light source is not in optical contact with the light-guide. The micro-structure is on 
the same side of light guide as light source. A Lambertian scatterer in optical contact is on the 
opposite side of the light guide. The configuration is same as Fig. 3.11, but with pyramid. 
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Method J2: light source is not in optical contact with the light-guide. The micro-structure is on 
the opposite side of light guide as light source. The configuration is same as Fig. 3.12, but with 
pyramid. 

Method K2: light source is not in optical contact with the light-guide. The micro-structure is on 
the opposite side of light guide as light source. The surface of prism is a specular reflective 
surface. The configuration is same as Fig. 3.13, but with pyramid. 

Method L2: light source is not in optical contact with the light-guide. The micro-structure is on 
the opposite side of light guide as light source. The surface of prism A has a Lambertian 
scatterer property. The configuration is same as Fig. 3.14, but with pyramid. 
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Chapter 4 Initial results and model 
selection 
 
 
 
Nowadays, computer simulation before manufacturing is more popular because it is economical 
and time-saving. Simulation helps scientists get rid of the obviously inefficient model, analyze 
the details of different methods, and get the optimized parameters of a model before 
implementation. However, there are still some differences between a model and real devices, 
therefore the aim of the simulation is to study the efficiency of several models and identify the 
most efficient and stable ones. 
The optical simulation software, Light-Tools will be used to perform the computer simulations of 
the models described in Chapter 3, which will be introduced in the Appendix A. 

4.1 Components in Light‐Tools 
4.1.1 Modeling of the LEDs 
1. Normal cube light source:  

As mentioned in Chapter 1, LED sources now become the most popular light source.  In 
some models, LED sources were modeled as cuboids with size: 1.011 ××  mm2, made of a 
homogenous optically transparent material with refractive index 1.8 and no absorption.  100 
lumen photometric fluxes were emitted outwards from the top surface with uniform 
Lambertian style emission, while the bottom surface was defined as a simple mirror with 
100% reflectivity in the sphere models and with 60% reflectivity and 40% absorption in the 
light guide models. The model of the light source is illustrated in Fig. 4.1. 
The emission spectrum was defined as having Gaussian shape: A full width at half maximum 
of 25 nm and a central wavelength at 550 nm. Because methods of light in-coupling are 
hardly dependent on wavelength, it does not matter what color of LED source is used. 
All the parameters setup here refer to the Philips Rebel Lumiled [13], which will be used in 
the implementation of any prototype. 
 

 
Fig.  4.1 Model of light source. LEDs was approximated as only consisting of semiconductor die. 
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2. Ray data source:   
Instead of generating light rays from a model of an LED source, it is also possible to generate 
rays by reading them from a file containing these rays. In chapter 4.2.3 of this report, we use 
a simple model of a light source that is not in optical contact with the light-guide. In this 
model, called “sphere model”, actually sphere model 3 as shown in Fig. 4.4 (b), it is more 
convenient to use ray data from a file instead of generating them from a model of the LED 
for the following reason: when using ray data from a file there is no LEDs model that can 
interfere with reflected rays. The ray data file is obtained by collecting rays by means of a 
receiver located very close to the emitting surface from a model of the LEDs source. The 
collected rays are exported to a file.  

4.1.2 Modeling of the light‐guide 
The light guide was modeled as a cubic piece of material PMMA or Polycarbonte. The size is

2.01515 ××  mm2, and the refractive index is defined for two different cases: 1.49 as the value 
for PMMA in the non-optical contact case and 1.59 for Polycarbonate in the optical contact case, 
because in the latter case a glue with a refractive index of 1.43 was used to achieve optical 
contact and the refractive index difference between the two contacted materials (glue and light 
guide) was still needed to get refraction from the micro-structure and to fulfill the TIR condition. 
The four side-surfaces of the light guide should be defined to absorb all the rays which would hit 
them. Otherwise they would be counted more than once by the surface receiver when they hit the 
surface again, note that TIR also happens at the side-surfaces thereby potentially trapping light 
rays inside the light guide. This phenomenon is called billiard ball effect [1]. 
 

 
Fig.  4.2 Light guide in the Light‐Tools. Four side‐faces absorb all the light hitting them. 

4.1.3 Modeling of micro‐structure  
In this project, two micro-structures were used, prisms and pyramids. In Light-Tools, a 3-D 
texture can be specified on the surface, the geometry and optical property of which can be 
modified according to the user’s requirement. Prisms and pyramids, two default geometry 
element shapes in Light-Tools, can be easily applied with adaptable parameters, variables and 
functions.  

4.1.4 Modeling of detectors 
In Light-Tools, a surface can be defined as a detector. In order to know what percentage of light 
rays will be in-coupled into the light guide, the four side-surfaces were configured as detectors. 
The efficiency of the in-coupling light of light is defined as: 
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                      In-coupling efficiency ≡ η ≡ 
source  thefrom emittedLight 

j surface sideon light  Incoming
4

1
∑
=j

               (4.1)
 

Where side surface j (j=1, 2, 3, 4) refers to one of the four side-surfaces of the light guide.  

4.1.5 Modeling of Lambertian reflectors, mirrors  
In some models, a property zone, a Lambertian scatterer or a normal mirror, was added opposite 
to the LEDs to give light rays that formerly would escape a second chance to be coupled into the 
light guide. The location, size and optical property of the property zone can be adjusted 
according to the customer‘s demand in the Light-Tools software.   

4.2 Simulation result and discussion:Sphere model 
In this section, it will be verified by a simple simulation experiment that the models with micro-
structures, prisms and pyramids, described in Chapter 3.2 are helpful for in-coupling light rays.  
 

 
Fig.   4.3  (a) The model used  to make  sure  the micro‐structure  is useful. All  the  rays hitting  the surface of  the sphere are 
nearly normal incidence which means all the rays will escape from the sphere without any refraction or reflection. (we did 
not consider Fresnel reflections.) 

 
Fig.  4.3 (b) Angles from 0V to 180V in latitude‐longitude coordinates. 
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Fig. 4.5 shows the information from the far field receiver, in which the horizontal axis represents 
the latitude angle on the far field receiver and the vertical axis gives the data about how much 
total power which is the integrated power from o0  is detected by far field receiver. In the right 
side of the figure, curves with different colours present the results for different values of the 
prism bottom angles while the black one gives the information of the model without any texture. 
We can see from the Fig. 4.5 that, when the latitude angle is o42 , the critical angle of PMMA, 
all the other curves with different colours are below the black one, which means the model with 
the prisms will have a higher in-coupling efficiency than the model without any texture and the 
lowest point is on the light blue curve where the bottom angle is o40 . In addition, it can be easily 
found that in the Fig. 4.5, the orange line where the bottom angle is o50 is very close to the light 
blue line, and same phenomenon can be seen in other 4 couple lines, purple line where the 
bottom angle is o30  and dark blue line where the bottom angle is o60 , green line where the 
bottom angle is o20  and yellow line where the bottom angle is o70 , brown line where the 
bottom angle is o10  and light yellow line where the bottom angle is o80 , black line which 
represents without any texture and red line where the bottom angle is o89 . Hence, Fig. 4.6 is 
made to give a detailed view about how much light power will be kept inside the related light 
guide in the right of Fig. 4.4 (a), where the x-axis presents the prism bottom angle and the y-axis 
gives the information of the percentages of in-coupling power. Obviously, the highest one is, at 
the point that the prism bottom angle is around o40 , while without prism, the percentage is 
almost zero. 

 
 

Fig.  4.6 The curve for how much light power will be kept inside the light guide, when prism is used. 

 
Next, the micro-structure prisms are replaced by pyramids, and the simulations are repeated 
again under the same conditions. Fig. 4.7 summarizes the results; similar as for the prisms, the 
values of all the curves at x-axis value of o42 (the critical angle for TIR) are below the black one 
(the model without texture). These values represent the in-coupling efficiency, i.e. the relative 
amount of power present within the angular range from o0  to o42 . The highest in-coupling 
efficiency, nearly 47%, is achieved for the case in which the bottom angle is about o50 , which is 
illustrated in Fig. 4.8.  
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To sum up, by means of Light-Tools simulations, the in-coupling efficiency does benefit from 
texture by prisms and pyramids under the condition of no -optical contact and the micro-structure 
on the same side as the  light source. 
 

 
Fig.  4.7 The curves of the percentages of power varying with angles from 0V to 180V for 10 different pyramid bottom angles 

( ooooooooo 89,80,70,60,50,40,30,20,10 , no texture). 

 
Fig.  4.8 Curve showing how much light power will be kept inside the light guide, when pyramids are used. 

 
4.2.2 Sphere model 2:  
Light source inside the sphere and micro-structures on the top surface. 
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Compared to sphere model 1 in Light-Tools, this model shown in Fig. 4.4 (b) differs: the light 
source is turned o180 and located inside of sphere. A mirror and a Lambertian scatterer are added 
separately on the top of micro-structure. The other conditions are the same as in the previous 
case. 
With the 6 different models of prisms and pyramids in Light-Tools, simulations are carried out 
with 100,000 traced rays. Results for the prisms case are shown in Fig. 4.10 and discussed in the 
following: 
For these models, it can be easily found from Fig. 4.9 that the value of the black line (the model 
without texture) is the smallest in all the lines at points where the x-axis value is o42 . Almost all 
the curves, except for the mirror one and the Lambertian scatterer one, overlap after o90 , which 
means the model without any texture holds more power than the others. However, the mirror 
curve is very similar to the Lambertian scatterer one. They both are well above the black one 
(corresponding to the case without texture). This indicates that the mirror and the Lambertian 
scatterer models cannot save more power than the model without any texture.  
 

 
Fig.   4.9 The curves of the percentages of power varying with angles from 0V to 180V for 10 different prism bottom angles 

( ooooooooo 89,80,70,60,50,40,30,20,10 , no texture). 

Similar results can also be found for the pyramid case, as shown in the Fig. 4.10. The black line 
(the model without any texture )is on the bottom when the value of horizontal axis equals o42 ; 
when the value is larger than o90 , nearly all the lines have the same value but for mirror one and 
Lambertian scatterer one.  
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Fig.   4.10 The  curves of  the percentages of power varying with angles  from 0V  to 180V  for 10 different pyramid bottom 

angles ( ooooooooo 89,80,70,60,50,40,30,20,10 , no texture). 

In a word, the optical contact models with prisms or pyramids located on the side of the light 
guide opposite to the LEDs cannot conserve more power as we have predicted before. 
 
4.2.3 Sphere model 3:  
Including one sphere with ray data source inside of the sphere and micro-structures on the top 
surface, and one wave guide where light source is not in optical contact with light guide.  
Sphere model 3 in Fig. 4.4 (b) which is same as sphere model 2, except for the light source 
whose ray data are now imported from a ray data file (for details please see 4.1.1), is made of 
micro-structures, prisms or pyramids on which 2 different reflectors,  a mirror or a Lambertian 
scatterer, are added respectively. 
After 100,000 rays are traced in Light-Tools, the results of prism are showed in Fig. 4.11: 
Although the black line is the lowest curve in Fig. 4.11 (a), it is almost zero until the reflective 
angle is larger than o90 , which means the model without the micro-structure has the smallest 
power, nearly zero. The same phenomenon also can be found in light purple line where the 
bottom angle is o30 and dark blue line where the bottom angle is o1 , while other color curves are 
all non-zero during the angle from o0  to o90 . Obviously, prisms here are helpful to increase the 
in-coupling efficiency. The mirror (R=100%) and the Lambertian scatterer (R=100%) are added 
to the top of the micro-structure respectively in order to find out if it is useful, and the simulation 
results are showed in Fig. 4.11 (b) and Fig. 4.11 (c). For the mirror case, it is really good for 
increasing the in-coupling efficiency, since all the curves are above the black one, while in the 
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figure with results for the Lambertian scatterer all the curves almost overlap. However, it is 
difficult to say from the figure directly with which prism bottom angle the in-coupling efficiency 
is the highest. Based on the formula,   

=efficiencyη  percent power in o90  –percent power in o42                          (4.2) 
all the in-coupling efficiencies are calculated and drawn in Fig. 4.12. 
 

 
Fig.   4.11  (a) The curves of  the percentages of power varying with angles  from 0V  to 180V  for 10 different prism bottom 

angles ( ooooooooo 89,80,70,60,50,40,30,20,10 , no texture). 
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Fig.  4.11 (b) The curves of the percentages of power varying with angles from 0V to 180V for 10 different prism bottom 

angles and a mirror on top of the micro structure ( ooooooooo 89,80,70,60,50,40,30,20,10 , no texture). 

 
Fig.   4.11  (c) The curves of  the percentages of power varying with angles  from 0V  to 180V  for 10 different prism bottom 

angles  and  a  Lambertian  scatterer  on  top  of  the   micro  structure  ( ooooooooo 89,80,70,60,50,40,30,20,10 ,  no 
texture). 
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There are three different kinds of lines in the Fig. 4.12.: The blue line with the diamond dots 
represents the results for the model with only prisms. The red line with square dots gives 
information about the results for the prisms model with mirror.  The green line with triangular 
dots represents the results for the prims model with Lambertian scatterer. The x-axis represent 
the bottom angle of the prisms, from o0  to o90 (bottom angle o0 means there is no texture.), 
whereas the y-axis represents the in-coupling efficiency. 
It is clear from Fig. 4.12 that, without micro-structure prisms, the highest efficiency is almost 
55% for bottom angle o0 . After micro-structures such as prims and mirrors are added to the 
model, the model with the highest efficiency appears to be the prism models with mirror. The 
efficiency at o30  is 67% which is larger than 55%, so the prism model with mirror on top of the 
micro-structure is helpful to raise the in-coupling efficiency with an optimum at bottom angle of 

o30 . 

 
Fig.  4.12 The curve for how much light power will be kept inside the light guide, when prisms are used. The three different 
colour lines represent the results for different reflectors on top. 

In the simulations, we replaced the prisms by pyramids and performed simulations under the 
same conditions. The results are shown in Fig. 4.13 (a) for the sphere model with nothing on top, 
(b) for the sphere model with a mirror on top, and (c) for the sphere model with a Lambertian 
scatterer on top. They are quite similar to the ones in prism model. The models of the pyramids 
or the pyramids with mirror on top do increase the in-coupling efficiency, while the efficiency of 
a pyramid with a Lamberian scatterer changes slightly.  The same formula (4.2) is used again, 
and the similar results can be found: The results depicted in Fig. 4.14 show that the sphere 
models of pyramids with a mirror on top (red line with square dots) increase the in-coupling 
efficiency. The highest point is 67% approximately at o30 . Other two kinds of pyramid models 
(green line with triangle point and blue line with diamond) seem not to improve the efficiency.  
To summarize, we find that the in-coupling efficiency will be increased by adding a micro-
structure, prisms or pyramids, in combination with a mirror for the models where the light source 
is not in optical contact and on the opposite side of the light guide. 
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Fig.   4.13 (a) The curves of the percentages of power varying with angles from 0V to 180V for 10 different pyramid bottom 

angles ( ooooooooo 89,80,70,60,50,40,30,20,10 , no texture). 

 

 
Fig.   4.13 (b) The curves of the percentages of power varying with angles from 0V to 180V for 10 different pyramid bottom 

angles and a mirror on top of the micro structure ( ooooooooo 89,80,70,60,50,40,30,20,10 , no texture). 
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Fig.   4.13 (c) The curves of the percentages of power varying with angles from 0V to 180V for 10 different pyramid bottom 

angles  and  a  Lambertian  scatterer  on  top  of  the  micro‐structure  ( ooooooooo 89,80,70,60,50,40,30,20,10 ,  no 
texture). 

 

 
Fig.  4.14 The curve for how much light power will be kept inside the light guide, when pyramids are used. The three different 
color lines represent the results for different reflectors on top. 

4.2.4 Conclusion: 
To summarize, in this section, a simple sphere model in Light-Tools has been built to verify if 
the solutions in Chapter 3 are useful. The sphere model easily allowed us to understand why 
certain models improve efficiency and others do not. Two different positions for the micro-
structure on the light guide are simulated in Light-Tools by the sphere model. The results clearly 
show that the sphere model in Fig. 4.4 (a) and in Fig. 4.4 (c) are helpful for holding more power, 
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but the model in Fig. 4.4 (b) hardly helps to improve the in-coupling efficiencies. The former 
models will be simulated by more accurate light guide based models again to get the optimized 
values of the parameter under more real condition which is important for making test sample. 
 However, due to the disadvantages of the sphere models, some models with a mirror or 
Lambertian scatterer on the side of the light guide that is opposite to the light source in group 2 
and group 4 or other models with micro-structure on the same side as light source in group 1 and 
group 3 will be simulated in the light guide models as well. 
 Based on the previous discussion, the models that will be simulated in the light guide are those 
listed below: 

• In prism model:  Method A1, Method B1, Method C1, Method G1, Method H1, Method 
I1, Method K1. 

• In pyramid model: Method A2, Method B2, Method C2, Method G2, Method H2, 
Method I2, Method K2. 
 

4.3 Simulation result and discussion: Light guide model 
 
In this section, fourteen methods selected out of those listed in chapter 4.2.4 will be simulated in 
more accurate light guide based models which are closer to reality. Method A1 and Method A2 
will be simulated together since the only difference between them is the micro-structure used. 
The same holds for Method B1 and B2, Method C1 and C2, Method G1 and G2, Method H1 and 
H2, Method I1 and I2, and Method K1 and K2. 
 
4.3.1 Method A1 (Prism) &A2 (Pyramid): 
 Light source is in optical contact with the light-guide. The micro-structure is on the same side of 
the light guide as the light source. 
The parameters that needed to be optimized are: 

 The bottom angles of the prisms or pyramids. 
 The width and length of the texture zone where the prisms or pyramids are located in. 

After models are set up and simulated in Light-Tools, 100,000 light rays are traced. The results 
are (unit:  mm) 

model  texture  opt_length opt_width opt_angle efficiency 

A1  prism  1  1  31  0.41 
A2  pyramid  1  1  37  0.41 
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Fig.  4.15 The light guide model A1 and A2 in Light‐Tools. 

 
4.3.2 Method B1 (Prism) & B2 (Pyramid): 
 Light source is in optical contact with the light-guide. The micro-structure is on the same side of 
the light guide as the light source. A contacted mirror is on the opposite side of the light guide. 
 

 

 
 

Fig.  4.16 The light guide model B1 and B2 in Light‐Tools. The mirror(grey) is in the centre of light guide. 

The parameters that needed to be optimized are: 
 The bottom angles of the prisms or pyramids. 
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 The width and length of the texture zone where the prisms or pyramids are located in. 
 The width and length of the mirror. 

After models are set up and simulated in Light-Tools, 100,000 light rays are traced. The results 
are (unit: mm) 

model  texture  opt_length  opt_width  opt_mirror
_length 

op_mirror
_width  opt_angle  efficiency 

B1 
prism 
with 
mirror  

1  1  0.5  0.5  26  0.32 

B2 
pyramid 
with 
mirror 

1  1  0.1  0.1  41  0.41 

 

4.3.3 Method C1 (Prism) & C2 (Pyramid):  
Light source is in optical contact with the light-guide. The micro-structure is on the same side of 
the light guide as the light source. A contacted Lambertian scatterer is on the opposite side of the 
light guide. 
The simulation models in Light-Tools are the same as B1 and B2 in Fig. 4.16, but the 
Lambertian scatterer is used instead of a mirror. 
The parameters that needed to be optimized are: 

 The bottom angles of the prisms or pyramids. 
 The width and length of the texture zone where the prism or pyramids are located in. 
 The width and length of the Lambertian scatterer. 

After models set up and simulated in Light-Tools, 100,000 light rays are traced. The results are 
(unit: mm) 

model  texture  opt_length  opt_width  opt_mirror_
length 

op_mirror_
width  opt_angle  efficiency 

C1  prism with 
scattering   1  1  1  1  31  0.55 

C2 
pyramid 
with 

scattering  
1  1  1  1  29  0.54 

 
4.3.4 Method G1 (Prism) & G2 (Pyramid): 
 Light source is not in optical contact with the light-guide. The micro-structure is on the same 
side of the light guide as the light source. 
The parameters that need to be optimized are: 

 The bottom angles of the prisms or pyramids. 
 The width and length of the texture zone where the prism or pyramids are located in. 
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Fig.  4.17 The light guide model G1 and G2 in Light‐Tools. 

After models are set up and simulated in Light-Tools, 100,000 light rays are traced. The results 
are (unit:  mm) 

model  texture  opt_length  opt_width  opt_angle  efficiency 

G1  prism  1.00  1.00  43  0.31 
G2  pyramid  1  1  46  0.45 

 
4.3.5 Method H1 (Prism) & H2 (Pyramid):  
Light source is not in optical contact with the light-guide. The micro-structure is on the same 
side of light guide as light source. A contacted mirror is on the opposite side of the light guide. 

 

 
Fig.  4.18 The light guide model H1 and H2 in Light‐Tools. The mirror (grey) is in the centre of the light guide. 
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The parameters that needed to be optimized are: 

 The bottom angles of the prisms or pyramids. 
 The width and length of the texture zone where the prisms or pyramids are located in. 
 The width and length of the mirror. 

 
After models are set up and simulated in Light-Tools, 100,000 light rays are traced. The results 
are (unit: mm) 

model  texture  opt_length  opt_width  opt_mirror_l
ength 

op_mirror_
width  opt_angle  efficiency 

H1  prism with 
mirror   1  1  1  1  44  0.36 

H2 
pyramid 
with 
mirorr 

1  1  0.8  0.8  80  0.45 

 
4.3.6 Method I1 (Prism) & I2 (Pyramid): 
 Light source is not in optical contact with the light-guide. The micro-structure is on the same 
side of light guide as light source. A contacted Lambertian scattering is on the opposite side of 
the light guide. 
The simulation models in Light-Tools are the same as H1 and H2 in Fig. 4.18, but a Lambertian 
scatterer is used instead of a mirror. 
The parameters that needed to be optimized are: 

 The bottom angles of the prisms or pyramids. 
 The width and length of the texture zone where the prisms or pyramids are located in. 
 The width and length of the Lambertian scatterer. 

 
After models are set up and simulated in Light-Tools, 100,000 light rays are traced. The results 
are (unit: mm) 

model  texture  opt_length  opt_width  opt_mirror_
length 

op_mirror
_width  opt_angle  efficiency 

I1  prism with 
scattering   1  1  1.1  1.1  36  0.60 

I2 
pyramid 
with 

scattering  
1  1  1  1  30  0.55 

 
4.3.7 Method K1 (Prism) &K2 (Pyramid):  
Light source is not in optical contact with the light-guide. The micro-structure is on the opposite 
side of light guide as light source. A contacted mirror is located on the surface of the prisms or 
pyramids. 
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Fig.  4.19 The light guide model K1 and K2 in Light‐Tools. The bottom of the image shows the micro‐structure is on the 
opposite of the light guide. 

 

The parameters that needed to be optimized are: 
 The bottom angles of the prisms or pyramids. 
 The width and length of the texture zone where the prisms or pyramids are located in. 
 The width and length of mirror. 

 
After models are set up and simulated in Light-Tools, 100,000 light rays are traced. The results 
are (unit: mm). 

model  texture  opt_lengt
h  opt_width  opt_mirro

r_length 
op_mirror_

width  opt_angle  efficiency 

K1  prism with 
mirror   1  1.2  1  1.2  24  0.45 

K2  prism with 
mirror   1  1  1  1  24  0.42 

 
 
4.3.8 Discussion 
Fig. 4.20 gives an overview of light guide model results. 
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The results of model B2&B2, H1&H2 and K1&K2 which not only have the micro-structure but 
also have a mirror on the side of the light guide opposite to the light source, show that adding a 
mirror is not useful for increasing the in-coupling efficiency. For the models with a Lambertian 
scatterier, they do increase the efficiency (i.e. the percentage of the power held inside light 
guide), which can be found in the results of model C1&C2 and I1&I2. When a Lambertian 
scatterer is used, the prism structure is better than the pyramid structure. Also, non-optical 
contact cases have higher efficiency than optical contact cases.  It is easy to find that the highest 
efficiency is 60% for Model I1 in which the light source is not in optical contact with the light 
guide and the mirror is on the opposite side of the light guide, while the lowest is 30% for Model 
G1. 
Comparing the efficiency of K1 in the light guide model, 45%, with that in sphere model, 66%, 
the former one is less. The reasons are listed as below: 

• The different reflectance used in the surfaces of light guide: 100% in sphere model and 
90% in light guide model. The other 10% in the light guide model is absorbed.  

• The different absorption used in the bottom surface of the light sources:  0% in the sphere 
model and 40% in the light guide model.  

Due to above reasons, it is reasonable that all the efficiencies obtained with the light guide 
models are somewhat lower than those obtain for the sphere models.  
The optimized prism bottom angle in model G1 is o43 , which matches the value, around o40 , 
calculated for sphere model 1. A similar result holds for model G2: The bottom angle is o46  in 
model G2, which in sphere model is nearly o50 . A similar result also can be found in model K1 
and model K2. These results prove that the sphere model is useful as a simple model to roughly 
sort out which are the useful solutions in chapter 3 before using a more complex and 
computational demanding light guide model. 
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Fig.  5.2 The blue square is the LED light source and blue lines are the light emitted from the LEDs. The purple 
line represents the side surface of light guide. Left: the circular light guide. All the light hitting the side surface 
will escape except Fresnel reflection. Right: square light guide. Some light rays hitting the side surface with 
incident angle larger than critical angle will be trapped inside the light guide. 

The LED light source used is a commercial LUXEON Rebel LEDs made by Philips and 
glued on an Aluminum cylinder as depicted in Fig. 5.3. The blue square is the heat sink 
with LEDs and three pillars on the top surface are used to fix the light guide. The 
diameter of heat sink is 30 mm. The Fig. 5.4 shows the LEDs structure using Leica 
microscope. The dark dots on the LEDs die are the contacts and they do not emit light at 
all.  

 
 

Fig.  5.3 The draft of LED light source: the LED (blue square) is mounted on the Aluminum cylinder. 

 
Fig.  5.4 Leica microscopic pictures of LEDs die. 
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The integrating sphere [14], showed in Fig. 5.6, is used to measure the in-coupling 
efficiency. The integrating sphere is an empty ball with a high-reflecting diffuser coating 
on the inner surface with a photon detector connected at one of its port. The light emitting 
object will be located in the center of the sphere, and emitted light will hit the inner 
surface and bounced several times until it hits the detector surface. In this way the total 
flux of light emitted by the object can be accurately measured.  

5.3 Test results  
5.3.1 Linear Response of LEDs 
In order to give a stable working condition for LEDs in the following experiments, the 
linear response of LEDs is measured here and result is showed in Fig. 5.7. 

 

Fig.  5.7 LED I-V curve.  

Compared with Fig. 2.2 in Chapter 2, the threshold voltage of this kind of LEDs is 2.544 
V. After that the current increases fast. 
Also, the emitting power is tested by using integrating sphere and the related software. 
The Power-Current Curve is made below:  
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Fig.  5.8 LED L-I curve. 

The LEDs emitted light is almost linear to the applied current. However, beside the 
current applied on the LEDs devices, the temperature of LEDs when it is working will 
also have impact on the LEDs working performances. Therefore, the V-Time Curve is 
measured in the laboratory, too, which is illustrated in Fig. 5.9:  

 

Fig.  5.9 LED voltage -Time curve. 

We can see from the figure that LEDs voltage starts from 2.8944 V, and then decreases to 
2.89 V, the lowest point, at 1 hour later. However, after it is lighted on 1.5 hours, the 
curve fluctuates around 2.8912 V and finally, increases to 2.8921 V after 15 hours. 
The deviation of LEDs voltage is calculated as below: 
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5.4 Conclusion  
We can see from the results in chapter 5.3 that Retroreflective Film really has an effect 
on increasing in-coupling efficiency and the Film 1 shows the best performance. In 
previous study [1], a similar experiment was conducted using white reflecting metal 
instead of the retroreflection film (referring to the figure 6-11: method A), in which the 
results are 42% for the 0.25 mm thick light guide, 60.7% for the 0.5 mm thick light guide 
and 71.4% for the 1 mm thick light guide. However, our results are all lower than that in 
previous study: 5% in 0.25 mm light guide case, 7.6% in 0.5 mm light guide case, and 
14.3% in 1 mm light guide case. The difference is firstly caused by different scatterers 
used in model: in this paper the Retroflective Film from DELTE with 60% reflectivity 
[15] along the incident direction, compared with Sol-Gel coating with 96% reflectivity 
used in previous paper [1]. Besides the difference between scatterers, the temperature is 
also one of the factors affecting efficiency. Since there are 4 samples in total to be 
measured for each thickness, the LED is applied with 20 mA current for a long time. The 
temperature of PMMA is very high, which affects the shape of light guide and the centre 
of the disc is bent. The shape bending in the centre will lead to the error that light source 
is not in optical contact with light guide, and consequently the efficiency will decrease. 
Therefore during the experiment, keeping the temperature of LEDs stable is important in 
order to achieve the high efficiency. 
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Chapter 6 Results and conclusion 
 
 
 

6.1 Conclusions 
In this project we investigate methods to efficiently couple light from top-emitting LEDs 
into thin light-guides. More specificly, we investigate the possibilities of using micro-
structuring of the light-guide close to the LEDs to improve the in-coupling. The micro-
structures considered are prisms and pyramids. We also look into using retro-reflection 
films for improving the in-coupling efficiency.  
The basic geometry consists of a top-emitting LEDs positioned close to a thin light guide. 
Close to the LEDs, the light-guide is micro-structured; the micro-structures considered 
are prisms and pyramids. 
The micro-structures can be on the same side of light-guide as the LEDs or on the 
opposite side. When located on the opposite side, the micro-structures are coated with a 
specular reflecting layer or with a diffuse reflecting layer. The LEDs can either be in 
optical contact with the light-guide or not in optical contact. 
In this manner, different geometries are possible. We have investigated the in-coupling 
efficiency of all these geometries in a systematic way by means of ray-tracing 
simulations with the ray-tracing software package Light-Tools. 
For all of the geometries, a model in Light-Tools has been made. For each of the models, 
we have determined the in-coupling efficiency. We took a two-step approach. In order to 
ascertain which geometry is most likely to show a high in-coupling efficiency, we 
decided to first build in Light-Tools a simple model of an LED in proximity to a micro-
structured light-guide. In the next step, we made a more elaborate and more accurate 
model of the most promising geometries. 
The simple model is based on locating an LED close to a semi-sphere with a micro-
structure in between the LEDs and semi-sphere. This model allows us to understand more 
easily why certain models improve efficiency while others do not. The results apparently 
show that the sphere models in Fig. 4.4 (a) and in Fig. 4.4 (c) are helpful for holding 
more power. On the other hand, the model shown in Fig. 4.4 (b) hardly helps to improve 
the in-coupling efficiency.  
Resulting from the outcome of this simple model, we selected fourteen geometries out of 
those listed in Chapter 4.2.4 and used a full model to more accurately model the LEDs, 
light guide and micro-structure. The results of the simulations show that, for micro-
structured located on the light-guide on the side opposite to the LEDs, a Lambertian 
scatterer is more useful than a mirror. Also, in general, the prisms structures perform 
better than the pyramid structures. The highest efficiency is 60% for Model I1 in which 
the light source is not in optical contact with the light guide and the mirror is on the 
opposite side of the light guide.  
Considering the very small in-coupling efficiency improvement which is only 8%, 
compared to 52% the result in previous paper and complicated production process of 
micro-structure based models, we decided not to make a prototype of model I1.  
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Due to the special optical property of Avery Dennison Retroreflection Film, prototypes 
are decided to use Retroreflection Film instead of Lambertian scatterer. A prototype was 
built and made of three parts: a PMMA light-guide, an LED light source and 
Retroreflection Film. A piece of black paper was used to absorb rays that originate from 
locations other than the exit of the light-guide. The I-V curve and the L-I curve of LEDs 
are measured at first to find the appropriate working current. We made sure the 
measurements were performed after the LEDs voltage (for obtaining a fixed current) was 
stabilized. Three kinds of light guides with different thicknesses are measured: 0.25 mm, 
0.5 mm and 1 mm. The results in chapter 5.3 show that a Retroreflection Film really has 
an effect on increasing in-coupling efficiency. We tested several Retroreflection Films. 
The best in-coupling efficiencies measured are 37% for a 0.25 mm thick light guide, 53.1% 
for a 0.5 mm thick light guide and 57.1% for a 1 mm thick light guide. Compared to the 
sample without Retroreflective Film, the best Retroreflection Film results in a 7% 
increase for the 0.25 mm case, 6.2% increase for the 0.5 mm case and 2.8% increase for 
the 1 mm case, respectively.  
 

6.2 Future Work 
So far, the project on using micro-structure to couple more light into light guide has 
finished. However there are still some problems left for further study: 
Firstly, a thorough study should focus on measuring the optical properties of 
Retroreflection Films as well as developing a model in Light-Tools. Given that the 
Retroreflected light will spread out actually in a cone, how much light will be reflected 
back exactly along the direction of the incident ray should be carefully analyzed as a 
function of the angle of the incident ray.  
Secondly, although not in our control, the reflection of the LEDs die should be improved. 
After the light is emitted from the top surface of the LEDs into the light guide, some light 
rays still have a chance to be reflected back to the LEDs die and be reflected back by the 
bottom surface of LEDs. If the back of the LEDs die has a large reflectance, more energy 
will be reflected back into the light guide again. 
Other methods can also be studied in the future: 1) other types of micro-structures could 
be used. Here we only tried two geometric structures in this project, prism and pyramid. 
There are still several other structures being widely used in the surface luminance 
uniformity, which may also help for light in-coupling. 2) The position of the micro-
structure could be relocated. In our project, it is located on the top or bottom surface of 
the light guide. Instead of this, the micro-structures can be located inside the light guide. 
3) Although the best performing geometry (model I1) has 60% in-coupling efficiency, it 
is not easy to manufacture in the workshop due to its sophisticated procedure of 
production The problem is in making the patterns: it is difficult to emboss the patterns in 
such small size (1 x 1 mm2), which means a more careful embossing process is required.
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Appendix 1 
 

Instruction to simulation software: Light-Tools 
 

Light-Tools [16] is optical modeling software where users can build, view, modify and 
analyze optical systems on computer before implementation, which is similar to CAD 
programs. However, according to requirements of optical design and engineering, Light -
Tools has more function than CAD, for instance, extended numerical accuracy and 
prefessional ray tracing software.  

1.1 Interface Elements 
Light-Tools is windows-based software which consists of some other windows and 
controls, as illustrated in Fig. A1.1. There are three navigation windows and output 
window is fixed inside the main window, but if needed, they can be separated or closed 
from main window. 
 
Menu bar:  Light-Tools has some common menus on the Menu bar: File, Edit, View, 
Window, Help and so on, which will change depending on the active window.   

 
System Navigator: Uses tree structures to show all the names and relationships between 
objects built in 3D design view window. In this window, you can view all the objects and 
modify them by clicking the plus and minus symbols. 
 
Preferences Navigator: Provides a way to Preferences dialog box where users can not 
only restore the default values but also set and save usual and view preferences. 
 
Windows Navigator: Gives a view of all the open windows which you are working with. 
 
3D Design View Window: Provides the whole view of user designed model. In the top 
and left side, there are many options which user can use to set, modify and edit the 
structure and property of the model.  
 
Properties dialog box: this box is just a window whose content depends on things user 
selected. 
 
Console window:  Gives a view of command operated by user and error message fed 
back to user. 
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2  
Fig.  A1.1 Light‐Tools working interface. 

1.2 Immersion manager 
 
In Light-Tools, all the space are assumed surrounded by air, so without specially defined 
optical contact between two close optical surface there is always an air gap, which may 
lead to TIR for incident rays. In Light-Tools, user can use Contact command or 
immersion manager to avoid this problem.  
 
Contact command deletes the air gap, makes them as optical contact and removes the 
effects of the air gap. User can click the button on the left side of the 3D Design View 
and follow the steps in the Fig. A1.2. 

 
Fig.  A1.2 Process of making optical contact using button on the left side of 3D design View window.  

 
 

However, contact command can only be used in lens. In the case of this project, since two 
objects are designed to be optical contact, the immersion manager should be used, which 
allows ray transmitting through components that are totally or partially in the other 
material or objects, instead of air. 
The components are including: 

• X prisms 
• Clad fibers 
• LEDs 
• Nested volume sources 
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Fig.  A1.5 Main box of Parameter Sensitivity Utility. 

1.4 Finding help 
Same as other popular design software, Light-Tools has two kinds of help system: 
Contents and Index, and What’s This?.  The former one is illustrated as below (Fig A1.6). 
In the left side of the dialog box, the keyword could be typed in to find the related topics.  
The other one is What’s This?, which can be found in the help option. When user clicks 
on a menu toolbar button or command palette with this question mark, the explanation of 
the menu or button is showed. 

 
Fig.  A1.6 One help system: Contents and Index. 
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Appendix 2 
Introduction to Latitude-Longitude coordinates 
 
 

 
(a)                                                                                                            (b) 

Fig.  A2.1 Latitude –Longitude coordinates showed in three dimensions (3D) (a) and two dimensions (2D) (b). 

 
 
In the Fig. A2.1, the Latitude-Longitude coordinates are illustrated in three dimensions 
(a) and two dimensions (b). As showed in Fig. A2.1 (a) θ  is for the latitude angle which 
presents the angle from the positive direction of z axis to the point on the 3D globe, and 
φ  is for the longitude angle which, on the x-y plane, defines the rotation angle around z 
axis. Therefore, each point on the 3D globe can be specified by these two coordinates θ  
andφ . Meanwhile, Latitude-Longitude coordinates also can be showed by 2D raster chart 
(see Fig. A2.1 (b)), in which each circle marked with different θ  value describes latitude 
angle and on the every circle, the number of φ  stands for longitude angle. 
Latitude-Longitude coordinate will be used in analyzing chart view of far field receiver in 
Light-Tools. 
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